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TUE GREENFORT
Equilibrium
KÖNIG GALERIE
19.08. – 02.10.2022

MATTHIAS WEISCHER
Mirrors And Things
KÖNIG SEOUL
01.09. – 09.10.2022

NORBERT BISKY | TAUMEL 

KÖNIG GALERIE  | 15. SEPTEMBER – 16. OCTOBER 2022

KÖNIG GALERIE presents TAUMEL, a solo exhibition by Norbert Bisky. The painter is known for large-format paintings and 
is one of the most successful representatives of contemporary figurative painting. For his exhibition in the CHAPEL of St. 
Agnes, he has managed to expand the dimensions of the space to the maximum. 
 
A work measuring nearly seven by seven metres completely fills the ceiling of the former chapel, except for a few cen-
timetres necessary for installation purposes. Due to the unique architecture of the CHAPEL, the first impression of the 
exhibition viewers will have is of an entirely empty space. Only once gazes are turned upward does the full force of what 
is pouring down on viewers reveal itself: it’s raining people. Alluding to earlier traditions of European Baroque church dec-
oration, the painting effectively erases the ceiling of the room by opening a view onto an imagined sky. This unique spatial 
device was meant to visualize the Christian idea of a vertical line on which the drama of a life was measured – between 
salvation and damnation.
 
Employing the motif of the Falling Man, Bisky returns once again to a figure symptomatic of the present who stands for 
the loss of control and the fear of the collapse of familiar systems. In the centre of the painting, a man writhes upside 
down – a reference to Bisky’s former teacher, Georg Baselitz – though it is entirely unclear whether he is floating or falling, 
frozen in an in-between state. The other figures in the painting are also jumping, flying ,or falling in a baffling multiplicity of 
perspectives. Falling dice, circling birds of prey, and collapsing buildings give further clues to the situation in which these 
wildly tumbling characters find themselves. Something is happening to them that they cannot control. The outcome is 
uncertain, but whatever happens, there will be winners and losers, the hunters and the hunted. Bisky skilfully avoids falling 
into the role of admonisher. His art does not comment on how things should be. It compresses only that which is. 

Text Diana Weis
 
Norbert Bisky (born 1970 in Leipzig, Germany) lives and works in Berlin, Germany and Andalusia, Spain. The artist trans-
lates personal experiences of terror, journeys to Brazil, and influences from the media world into color-intensive scenes 
of beauty, sexuality, violence, and destruction. In Germany, Norbert Bisky is one of the most renowned painters of his 
generation. 

His works have been shown in many international solo and group exhibitions, amongst others in the Kunstmuseum Bern, 
Switzerland; in Haus am Waldsee, Berlin; in the Latvian National Museum of Art, Riga, Latvia; in the Kunsthalle Rostock; 
in Haus am Lützowplatz, Berlin; in Martin-Gropius-Bau Berlin; in the Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Israel; in Maison Rouge Paris, 
France, and at the Beijing Biennial, China. 
His works are amongst others part of the following public collections: Museum of Modern Art, New York, USA; Museum 
Ludwig, Cologne, Germany; National Museum of Contemporary Art, Seoul, South Korea; Kunsthalle Rostock, Germany; 
Museum der Bildenden Künste, Leipzig, Germany; Sammlung Deutsche Bank Frankfurt, Germany; Palm Springs Art Mu-
seum, Palm Springs, USA; Le FNAC Fonds National d’Art Contemporain, France. 
Also, Norbert Bisky was a visiting professor at the Geneva art academy HEAD from 2008 to 2010 and at the Hochschule 
der Bildenden Künste Braunschweig from 2016 to 2018. In 2013 he created the stage design for the performance “Masse” 
for the Berlin State Ballet.
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